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ABSTRACT 
Software testing is often used to verify and validate the output of the system to confirm that no discrepancy 
has taken place throughout the development phase. Test case prioritization (TCP) is one of the techniques 
applied to modify the order of test cases based on best test scenarios and to prioritize them. The main 
objectives of the TCP are to increase the effectiveness of the testing process, while reducing time and cost, 
which would increase when the system reaches a certain level of complexity. Numerous TCP techniques 
have been proposed in the past; however, only a handful of researches were truly focused on TCP techniques 
for test cases involving the sequence of events. TCP technique for sequence of events is more complex 
compared to the conventional code-based application due to the properties of the sequence of events. The 
size of the sequence of events’ test cases can be infinite and large sized test cases have considerable degrees 
of redundancy. This means that there is a possibility for these test cases to have combinations of events with 
a large input parameter. Redundancy is one of the major issues that have been discussed by previous 
researchers. This paper proposes a technique that can detect the redundancy within the test suites and produce 
a unique weight value. This paper will also present how test cases were prioritized based on the obtained 
unique weight value. The experiment results obtained indicates that the prioritized test suite is effective 
compared with the original test suite. The effectiveness of the proposed approach is evaluated using Average 
Percentage of Faults Detected (APFD). 
 
Keywords: Test Case Prioritization, Software Testing, Unique Weight, Event Sequences. 
 
1. INTRODUCTION  
 

A large volume of published studies have 
described the effectiveness of the TCP technique 
compared to the execution of test cases in a non-
prioritized order [1]. Numerous approaches have 
been developed to prioritize test cases based on code 
coverage, function coverage, and requirement 
coverage [1]. Furthermore, different researchers 
have proposed different combinations of factors, but 
with the same aims and goals. The primary goal of 
the TCP is to maximize the rate of fault detections, 
whereby it must be able to detect faults as early as 
possible during the testing process [2]. Furthermore, 
TCP should be able to reveal faults whenever 
specific codes are changed, and to reveal high risk 
faults during the early stage of the testing process. 

A majority of the previous researches applied 
TCP technique in single event test cases. Only a few 

researches applied the TCP technique in event 
sequence test cases. The flexibility of event 
sequence test cases enables the combination of 
interactions [3]. However, it is very tedious and 
wastes time  to test all the possible combinations of 
events [4]. The size of the test cases can be larger 
because of this reason. This characteristic makes the 
application of event sequences even more complex 
compared to traditional applications due to the 
possibility of the former having infinite input 
domain. Furthermore, previous researchers have 
neglected to address several issues, such as not 
considering the transitions between states and the 
value of the internal data states. It is important to 
consider the close connection between states and 
events to avoid sensitivity problems and the state-
based execution of event sequences test case [5]. A 
number of researchers have considered redundancy 
as an important factor that can improve the 
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effectiveness of the TCP technique. Other factors 
that could influence the effectiveness of the TCP 
technique are fault matrix, complexity, execution 
time, and permutation. According to [6], test cases 
within a suite have been compared to determine the 
redundancy inside the test suite. However, previous 
researchers have not dealt with the value of data 
state. 

This study is a part of an on-going research 
towards enhancing the existing TCP technique for 
event sequences. This paper will present the 
application of the redundancy factor in the TCP 
process by considering the values of internal data 
states. Two types of redundancies have been 
defined; redundancy type 1, and redundancy type 2. 
Redundancy type 1 is linked to the redundancy of 
same data state, which may reoccur, but in different 
positions within a test case. Meanwhile, redundancy 
type 2 is for a scenario where some of date state in a 
test case is a subset of another test case within the 
test suite. Executing the same test case more than 
once would be impractical and would be a waste of 
time, efforts, and costs during the testing phase. 
Furthermore, the weighting method will be applied 
to all test cases to calculate the final priority value. 
If similar priority values exist during the final weight 
calculations, Jaccard Distance would be used to 
break the ties. Meanwhile, the Average Percentage 
of Faults Detected (APFD) would be used to 
evaluate the effectiveness between prioritized and 
original test suites. 

The remainder of this paper is organized as 
follows. Section 2 describes the previous works 
related to TCP techniques. Section 3 contains the 
proposed work, and its results are described in 
Section 4. Conclusions are drawn in Section 5, and 
finally, the acknowledgement is presented in Section 
6. 

 

2. RELATED WORKS 

There are currently three common 
techniques that have been developed to improve the 
effectiveness of the testing phase, the test suite 
minimization, the test case selection, and the test 
case prioritization [7]. The test suite minimization is 
used to remove redundant test cases, which would 
reduce the size of the test suite. The test case 
selection is used to select some of the test cases, and 
to change some portion of the codes. The TCP 
technique, as previously mentioned, schedules the 
test case ordering to maximize the rate of fault 
detection. The objective of the TCP is to detect 
problems as early as possible, using its improved 
fault detection rate and to deliver the application at 

the shortest period of time [8]. Test cases with the 
highest priorities will be executed earlier than test 
cases with lower priorities [9].  

However, some researchers have found that test 
suite minimization and test case selection are capable 
of reducing the duration of the testing phase, but both 
can cause the increase of costs [10]. Meanwhile, 
other researchers claimed that test suite 
minimization can reduce fault detection capability 
[11]. Several empirical studies have been conducted 
to refute the statement that test suite minimization 
can reduce fault detection capability [12]. This view 
is supported by Wong, Horgan, Mathur, Lafayette, & 
Pasquini (1997), who claimed that the impact of the 
test suite minimization can be calculated based on 
the percentage of reduction in the fault detection.  

Generally, a test case selection would have the 
same problem as the test suite minimization, which 
is to choose a subset of test cases in the test suite 
[11]. Processing a subset of test case is important 
because the execution of repeated test cases would 
be ineffective, especially for projects that have 
limited time, resources, and cost. Instead of having 
to choose a subset from the test case, the test 
selection consists of how a specific technique is 
defined and sought out, and how to identify the 
modifications in the program being tested [11]. 
Previous researches have proposed a number of 
approaches using different techniques and criteria, 
such as the integer programming, data-flow analysis, 
symbolic execution, dynamic slicing, and textual 
difference in source code. Integer programming was 
the first technique proposed in 1977. 

A considerable amount of literature has been 
published regarding the TCP technique since it was 
first proposed in 1970. Most TCP researches have 
provided clear evidence that these prioritization 
techniques are beneficial for the testing phase 
because of their capability to detect errors as early as 
possible, which could reduce time, cost, and 
resources [7][10][14]. Based on the literature review, 
most researchers believed that apparently, the rate of 
fault detection would be increased when various 
factors and attributes interact with one another [15]. 
Furthermore, fault detection offers the highest 
chance to break ties in cases of two or more test cases 
with the same priority value. One of the main issues 
is to prioritize test cases that may have the same 
priority value during the TCP processes. The 
reviewed literature indicated that cases will be 
randomly picked if the case of a tie ever occurs.  

According to the systematic literature review 
(SLR) conducted for this study in 2016 [16], one of 
the research questions was, how far had the previous 
researches considered the issue of same priority 
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value? Based on the SLR analysis, it was concluded 
that only two studies had considered this issue. In 
2010, [17] reported that researchers have tried to 
solve the issue of same priority value by proposing 
four stages of factors, namely, the defect factors, 
time factors, cost factors, and complex factors. 
However, if the problem is not solved during the 
fourth stage, the random technique will be 
performed. Random technique is known as an 
ineffective technique since it creates bias [1][18][2]. 
Meanwhile, [18] had successfully enhanced the 
existing TCP technique, which uses five coverage 
criteria; branch coverage, statement coverage, fault 
coverage, function coverage, and path coverage. By 
considering all five coverage, [18] had managed to 
obtain unique values for each of the test case, by 
delaying other test cases that have the same weight, 
with the assumption that they cover the same 
segment code. 

Thus, a few studies have proposed that the TCP 
technique should use the multiple criteria, with the 
aim of avoiding tie cases from occurring. However, 
the perfect combinations of criteria still need to be 
investigated. Thus, throughout the years, a huge 
number of TCP techniques have been proposed, with 
a variety of combination factors to improve the 
effectiveness of the test case generation 
[1][18];[19];[17];[20];[21]. As mentioned in Section 
1, this study was focused on the event sequence test 
cases and the data state values. Based on the SLR 
analysis conducted in 2016 [16], only 36 percent of 
the previous researches have applied event sequence 
test cases in their TCP technique. The main problem 
with the event sequence test cases, in terms of the 
length of the sequences, was that they can be 
unbounded. The possible permutations of the event 
sequences can cause the test case to become very 
large [4]. Thus, the implementation of the TCP 
technique for event sequence test cases may differ, 
and more complex compared to single event test 
cases. 

This study had also conducted a second SLR in 
2017 to find the perfect combinations of factors that 
can influence the effectiveness of the TCP 
technique. Based on 70 primary studies, which were 
published between 2005 and 2016, this study had 
managed to compose a list of the most utilized 
factors. Based on this SLR analysis, the top-ranked 
factors were fault matrix, redundancy, complexity, 
frequency, and requirements. This study had applied 
only one factor; redundancy. The detection of 
redundancy was in terms of the data state value in 
the test suite. [22] had proposed a redundancy 
approach, whereby the calculations involved the 
similarity degree of the identical transitions between 

two test cases as paths. Meanwhile, [23] had 
extended the existing redundancy by excluding any 
repeated transitions, and had proposed an approach 
that can calculate average path lengths and set the 
distinction that occurred in both test cases. [23] 
presented five more distance functions in their 
research in order to detect any sequencing, matching, 
or repetitions in the test suite.  

[24] reported that by assigning weight to each of 
the test case had helped to rank the test cases based 
on their importance. The categories of the events 
were grouped based on the sensitivity of the events, 
as proposed by [25]. However, the proposed 
approach did not consider data state values in the 
event sequences. In this study, a weight-based 
method was proposed, using the redundancy 
detections. Next, the test cases were ranked based on 
the final weight gained at the end of the experiment. 
 
3. PROPOSED WORK 
 

This study has proposed a TCP technique based 
on the redundancy factor. The proposed technique 
applied the weighted method, whereby it will 
schedule the test cases based on their priority value. 
In this study, there is no minimization or elimination 
once redundancy is detected. Each of the test cases 
will have its priority value based on previously 
defined criteria. The highest priority value will be 
ranked as the first test case to be executed, and 
followed by other priority values. It is possible for 
the test case to have combinations of events and 
inputs parameter, which might affect the size of the 
test suites. Therefore, there are the possibilities for 
the test case to have redundant data state. When a test 
case is marked as redundant type 1, it will be 
checked for redundancy type 2 processes as well. 
Fig. 1 shows an overview of the proposed approach. 
 
3.1 Redundancy in Test Case (Type 1) 
 

This paper proposes a 2-phase approach to solve 
test case prioritization. In the first phase, the number 
of data state (No.of ds, tcj) and the number of 
redundant data state (No. of redundant ds, tcj) for 
each of the test case were calculated. Both values 
were used to calculate dissimilarity weight in the test 
case (DWtcj). This type of redundancy was defined 
as redundancy type 1. Dissimilarity in weight in a 
test case is calculated as shown below: 
 
DWtcj= (No ds tcj - No of redundant ds tcj)/10     (1) 
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Figure 1: Steps in Proposed Approach 

3.2 Redundancy within Test Suite (Type 2) 
 

When a test case is marked as redundant type 1, 
it will be checked for redundancy type 2 processes 
too. The second phase has been defined as 
redundancy type 2, whereby the process of 
redundancy detection is within the test suite. For this 
phase, the total number of data state within a test 
suite (No. of ds, tsj), the number of redundant data 
state within test suite (No. of redundant ds, tsj), the 
number of non-redundant data state within test suite 
(No.of non-redundant ds, tsj), and the dissimilarity 
weight within test suite (DWtsj) were calculated. 
Finally, the values of DWtcj and DWtsj were used to 
rank all the test cases. Higher values in DWtcj and 
DWtsj were prioritized to be executed earlier than 
others. Then, the redundancy matrix was developed 
for a comprehensive report and to improve visibility. 
With the redundancy matrix, it was easier to detect 
and find redundancy that existed between test cases. 
The following formulas were used to calculate the 
dissimilarity weight in test suites.  
 
No non redundant ds tsj = No ds tsj / No of 
redundant ds tsj                                                                                  (2) 
 
DWtsj =No non redundant ds tsj /No of ds tsj           (3)  

 
 

4. CASE STUDY 

A total of 28 test cases were used as part of the 
case study to evaluate the effectiveness of the 
proposed technique. Table 1 shows the list of test 

cases, which were taken from a simple circular 
queue program, as the case study in this research. As 
mentioned in Section 3, there were two types of 
redundancy; type 1 and type 2. During the early 
stage, five variables must be calculated before 
moving to the second stage, which is redundancy 
type 2. First, the data state value for each test case 
was calculated. In addition to the data state value, a 
list of test cases that have redundant data state values 
were also identified. Then, two more variables were 
calculated, namely, the number of data state, and the 
number of redundant data state in the test case. 
Dissimilarity weight in the test case became the final 
value for redundancy type 1. Details of the 
calculations are as shown in Section 3.1. Examples 
of calculations that were involved in stage 
redundancy type 1 are shown below. 

 
4.1 Data State Value in Test Case 
 

The case study is based on the circular queue 
concept. The behaviour of the circular queue program 
can be described by a constant QSIZE, which holds 
the length of the array size. For this case study, the 
QSIZE was 10. Meanwhile, other variables became 
the front, rear, and len. For example, if the QSIZE 
was set to 10, in case the QSIZE was equalled to 10, 
the next value will be set to zero. The front and rear 
would hold the first and final data. The data state 
value would start with the initial value. The initial and 
front event would not be considered as redundancy. 
The front event would be known as the insensitive 
access program, whereby it would only display the 
output without causing any changes on the data 
structure in any condition [26]. When the process of 
adding data begins in the circular queue, the process 
starts from the rear and the value would be increased 
by 1. Nevertheless, the removal process would begin 
from the front of a queue, and the value of the front 
event would be increased by 1 [26]. The following 
Eq. (4) and Eq. (5) were used to calculate values for 
the front and rear: 

 
front = (front + 1)% qSize                                    (4)                                  
 
rear = (rear + 1)% qSize                                        (5)                                  

 
Table 2 shows examples of the calculations of 

data state values for TC1. Based on the table, the 
redundancy had occurred in the array number of 1, 2, 
and 3, whereby the front value was 0, the rear value 
was 9, and the length value was 0. Furthermore, 
redundancy was found in TC5, TC6, TC8, TC9, TC19 
and TC21. Table 2 shows that TC1 was the subset of 
other test cases in the test suite. Normally, previous 
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researchers would apply test suite minimization, 
whereby they would eliminate the test case if it was a 
subset in the test suite. However, as previously 
mentioned, this paper does not feature any 
elimination process, based on the concept that all test 
cases may have the capability to detect errors. 
However, the execution was ranked based on the 
priority value. 

Table 1: List of Test Cases. 

Test 
Case 

Sequence of Events 

TC1 _.remove().remove().remove().add(1).front() 
TC2 _.add(1).add(1).add(1).add(1).remove().add(1).add(

1).add(1).add(1).remove().add(1). add(1). 
add(1).add(1).front() 

TC3 _.add(1).remove().add(1).remove().add(1). 
remove().add(1).remove().add(1).remove().add(1). 
remove().add(1).remove().add(1).remove().add(1).re
move().add(1).remove().add(1).add(1). 
front() 

TC4 _.add(1).add(1).add(1).add(1).front() 

TC5 _.remove().add(1).remove().add(1).remove().add(1).
front() 

TC6 _.remove().add(1).add(1).add(1).add(1).add(1).add(
1).add(1).add(1).add(1).add(1).front() 

TC7 _.add(1).add(1).remove().add(1).add(1).remove().fro
nt() 

TC8 _.remove().add(1).add(1).add(1).front() 
TC9 _.remove().remove().add(1).remove().add(1).remove

().add(1).front() 
TC10 _.add(1).add(1).add(1).add(1).add(1).remove().add(

1).add(1).add(1).add(1).add(1).remove(). 
remove().remove().remove().remove().remove().rem
ove().remove().remove().add(1). 
add(1).front() 

TC11 _.add(1).remove().remove().remove().front() 

TC12 _.add(1).add(1).remove().remove().remove().remove
().front() 

TC13 _.add(1).add(1).add(1).remove().remove().remove().
add(1).add(1).front() 

TC14 _.add(1).add(1).add(1).add(1).add(1).add(1).add(1).a
dd(1).remove().remove().add(1).add(1). 
add(1).add(1).add(1).add(1).front() 

TC15 _.add(1).add(1).add(1).add(1).add(1).add(1).add(1).a
dd(1).remove().remove().add(1).add(1). 
add(1).add(1).add(1).add(1).front() 

TC16 _. 
add(1).remove().remove().remove().remove().add(1)
.add(1).front() 

TC17 _. add(1).remove().front() 
TC18 _. add(1).remove().remove().add(1).add(1). 

add(1).add(1).remove().front() 
TC19 _. remove().remove().add(1).add(1). 

remove().front() 
TC20 _.add(1).add(1).add(1).remove().add(1).add(1).add(

1). add(1).add(1).add(1). add(1).remove(). 
remove() 
.remove().remove().remove().remove().remove().re
move().remove().add(1).add(1). 
front() 

TC21 _.remove().remove().remove().remove().remove().a
dd(1).front() 

  
TC22 _. add(1).remove().remove().add(1).add(1). front() 

TC23 _. 
add(1).add(1).add(1).add(1).add(1).remove().remove
().remove().remove().remove().add(1) . 
add(1).add(1). 
add(1).add(1).remove().remove().remove().remove()
.remove().add(1).add(1). 
front() 

TC24 _. 
add(1).add(1).add(1).add(1).add(1).add(1).add(1).ad
d(1).add(1).add(1).remove().remove(). 
remove() 
.remove().remove().remove().remove().remove().re
move().remove().add(1).add(1). 
remove().front() 

TC25 _. add(1).add(1).add(1).add(1).add(1).front() 
TC26 _. add(1).remove().add(1).front() 
TC27 _. add(1).add(1).front() 
TC28 _. add(1).remove().add(1).remove().front() 

 

Table 2: Calculations of Data State in TC1. 

Array 
No 

Events Data State Value Found in 
Test Case 

Front Rear Length 
0 initial 0 9 0 Not 

available 
1 remove 0 9 0 5, 6, 8, 9, 

19, 21 
2 remove 0 9 0 5,6, 8, 9, 

19, 21 
3 remove 0 9 0 5,6, 8, 9, 

19, 21 
4 add 0 0 1 5,6, 8, 9, 

19, 21 
5 front 0 0 1 Not 

available 

 
4.2 Number of Data State in Test Case, Number 

of redundant data state in Test Case and 
Dissimilarity Weight in Test Case 

 
Table 3 shows the values for the number of data 

states in test cases (No. ds tcj), the number of 
redundant data state in test cases (No. of redundant 
ds, tcj) and the dissimilarity weight in test case 
(DWtcj). According to the table, dissimilarity weight 
of test case for TC1 was 0.00 because all the data 
states were redundant. Meanwhile, for TC21, the 
value for DWtcj was negative (-0.20) since the value 
of the redundant data state in the test case was higher 
than the number of data state in the test case.  
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Table 3: Calculations of Data State in Test Suite. 

Test 
Case 
No 

Number 
of Data 
State in 

Test Case 
(No ds 

tcj) 

Number of 
Redundant 
Data State 

in Test 
Case  

(No of 
redundant 

ds tcj) 

Dissimilarity 
Weight of 
Test Case 
(DWtcj) 

TC1 2 2 0.00 
TC2 14 1 1.30 
TC3 22 0 2.20 
TC4 4 0 0.40 
TC5 6 1 0.50 
TC6 11 0 1.10 
TC7 6 0 0.60 
TC8 4 0 0.40 
TC9 6 2 0.40 
TC10 22 0 2.20 
TC11 2 2 0.00 
TC12 3 3 0.00 
TC13 8 0 0.80 
TC14 14 3 1.10 
TC15 7 0 0.70 
TC16 4 3 0.10 
TC17 2 0 0.20 
TC18 5 1 0.40 
TC19 4 1 0.30 
TC20 21 2 1.90 
TC21 2 4 -0.20 
TC22 4 1 0.30 
TC23 22 3 1.90 
TC24 23 3 2.00 
TC25 5 0 0.50 
TC26 3 0 0.30 
TC27 2 0 0.20 
TC28 4 0 0.40 

 
 
4.3 Number of Data State in Test Suite, Number 

of Redundant Data State in Test Suite and 
Dissimilarity Weight in Test Suite  

 
Table 4 shows the values of the number of 

redundant data states in test suite, the number of non-
redundant data states in test suite, and dissimilarity 
weight in test suite. The total number of data states 
in the test suite was 219. The number of data state in 
test suite was used to calculate the number of non-
redundant data state in test suite. For example, in 
TC1, the number of redundant data state in test suite 
showed that there were two redundant data state 
values within the test suite. In this case, the data state 
in the array number 1 and 3 were redundant with the 
TC5, TC6, TC8, TC9, TC19 and TC21. 

 
4.4 Final Weight Table  
 

After the process of detecting redundancy type 1 
and type 2, all the values were added to the final 

weight table, to calculate the priority value for each 
test case. According to Table 5, the test cases were 
ranked based on their final weight value. However, 
four cases have the same final weight. 

Table 4: Calculations of Dissimilarity Weight in Test 
Suite. 

Test 
Case 
No 

Number 
of 

Redunda
nt Data 
State in 

Test 
Suite  

(No of 
redundant 

ds tsj)      

Number of 
Non 

Redundant 
Data State 

in Test 
Suite  

(No non 
redundant 

ds tsj) 

Dissimilarity 
Weight 

Within Test 
Suite  

(DWtsj) 

TC1 4 215 0.98 
TC2 4 215 0.98 
TC3 8 211 0.96 
TC4 4 215 0.98 
TC5 6 213 0.97 
TC6 11 208 0.95 
TC7 3 216 0.99 
TC8 4 215 0.98 
TC9 7 212 0.97 
TC10 8 211 0.96 
TC11 4 215 0.98 
TC12 3 217 0.99 
TC13 3 216 0.99 
TC14 8 211 0.96 
TC15 7 212 0.97 
TC16 4 215 0.98 
TC17 2 217 0.99 
TC18 5 214 0.98 
TC19 0 219 1.00 
TC20 9 210 0.96 
TC21 6 213 0.97 
TC22 5 214 0.98 
TC23 9 210 0.96 
TC24 14 205 0.94 
TC25 5 214 0.98 
TC26 3 216 0.99 
TC27 2 217 0.99 
TC28 4 215 0.98 

 
As previously mentioned, if the same final 

weight value exists, previous researchers would 
often randomly pick the cases to break the ties. This 
study applied the Jaccard Distance to solve the same 
final weight value. In the first case, TC3 and TC10 
have the same final weight value of 3.16. In the 
second case, TC4, TC8, TC18, and TC28 shared the 
same final weight of 1.38. The third case has a value 
of 1.19, which was shared by TC17, and TC27. The 
final case, TC1, TC11, and TC12 have the final 
weight value of 0.99. 

Jaccard Distance is also known as the Jaccard 
Similarity Coefficient. The main objective for 
applying the Jaccard Distance was to compare the 
similarities and diversity of sample sets [27]. This 
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study proposed the Jaccard Distance to solve the 
same priority value, to measure the similarities 
among test cases. Once a test case has been detected 
as having the same final weight value with other test 
cases, they would be grouped together. Therefore, as 
mentioned in Section 4.4, there were four cases, 
which meant that there were four different groups. In 
this context, the highest distance between the two 
test cases would be executed first compared to 
others. The Jaccard Distance was calculated using 
the following Equation 6: 
 

Jaccard Distance (𝑝  , 𝑝 ) = 1  
│    ∩  │

│    ∪  │
         (6)                            

 

Table 5: Calculations of Dissimilarity Weight in Test 
Suite. 

Test 
Case 
No 

Dissimilarity 
Weight in 
Test Case 

 (DWtcj)
  

 

Dissimilarity 
Weight 

Within Test 
Suite  

(DWtsj) 

Final 
Weight 

TC3 2.20 0.96 3.16 
TC10 2.20 0.96 3.16 
TC24 2.00 0.94 2.94 
TC23 1.90 0.96 2.86 
TC20 1.90 0.95 2.85 
TC2 1.30 0.96 2.28 
TC14 1.10 0.96 2.06 
TC6 1.10 0.95 2.05 
TC13 0.80 0.98 1.78 
TC15 0.70 0.97 1.67 
TC7 0.60 0.99 1.59 
TC25 0.50 0.98 1.48 
TC5 0.50 0.97 1.47 
TC4 0.40 0.98 1.38 
TC8 0.40 0.98 1.38 
TC18 0.40 0.98 1.38 
TC28 0.40 0.98 1.38 
TC9 0.40 0.97 1.37 
TC19 0.30 1.00 1.30 
TC26 0.30 0.99 1.29 
TC22 0.30 0.98 1.28 
TC17 0.20 0.99 1.19 
TC27 0.20 0.99 1.19 
TC16 0.10 0.99 1.09 
TC1 0.00 0.99 0.99 
TC11 0.00 0.99 0.99 
TC12 0.00 0.99 0.99 
TC21 -0.20 0.99 0.79 

 
In this study, 𝑝  𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑝  represent test case 

number, and it consists of different set of event 
sequences. According to [27], the distance value 
varies between range 0 and 1. If the distance value is 
zero, meaning that 𝑝  𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑝  are same. However, if 
the distance value is 1, it indicates that there is no 
similarity between  𝑝  𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑝 . The similarity will be 
based on the data state value in the test case. For 

group 1, TC3 is the highest but it has same final 
weight with TC10. Through some observations, the 
researchers found out that TC3 and TC10 have same 
properties as follows: 

 
 Number of data state in the test case. 
 Number of redundant data state in the test 

case. 
 Dissimilarity weight in test case. 
 Dissimilarity weight in test suite. 
 Number of events in the test case.  
 

Table 6 shows the distance weight table the four 
groups. In group 1, TC3 and T10 will be measure 
with TC 24 since final weight 3.16 which is owned 
by TC3 and TC10. As can be seen from the Table 6, 
Jaccard Distance for TC3 and TC24 is 0.98 and 
Jaccard Distance for TC10 and TC24 is 0.82. As 
mentioned earlier, if the Jaccard Distance is 1, means 
there is no similarity between the two test cases. 
Furthermore, since final weight for TC24 is the third 
highest, then the highest Jaccard Distance will be the 
highest priority based on the concept of less 
similarity with TC24. For group 1, TC3 will be 
executed first compared with TC10. This condition 
is different with group 2, whereby based on Table 5; 
final weight for TC5 is higher than all the test cases 
in group 2. Therefore, the Jaccard Distance for each 
of the test cases will be measured with TC5. 
However, the sorting will be different with group 1, 
whereby in group 2, test case that have Jaccard 
Distance value near with 0 will be execute after TC5 
with the concept of that test case have similarity with 
TC5, therefore the capability to detect faults may 
same with TC5. The final schedules after the Jaccard 
Distance calculations are TC28, TC18, TC8 and 
followed by TC4.   

 

Table 6: Distance Weight Table 

Group Test 
Case 
No 

Final Weight Jaccard Index Jaccard 
Distanc

e 
1 TC3 3.16 0.02 0.98 

TC10 3.16 0.18 0.82 
2 TC4 1.38 0.00 1.00 

TC8 1.38 0.20 0.80 
TC18 1.38 0.36 0.64 
TC28 1.38 0.40 0.60 

3 TC17 1.19 0.50 0.50 
TC27 1.19 0.17 0.83 

4 TC1 0.99 0.00 1.00 
TC11 0.99 0.67 0.33 
TC12 0.99 0.14 0.86 

 
Group 3 had applied the same concept as in group 

2 since the final weight for TC22 was higher than 
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1.19. With the 0.09 difference, TC22 was used to 
measure the Jaccard Distance for TC17 and TC27. 
Then, TC17 was executed first compared to TC27 
since the value of Jaccard Distance for TC17 was 
close to 0. Meanwhile, for group 4, after comparing 
with TC16, the schedule for this group began with 
TC11, TC12, and followed by TC1. Table 7 
illustrates the final test case prioritization process for 
all test cases after the Jaccard Distances have been 
calculated. As mentioned in Section 3, this study has 
no minimization process. Once the same priority 
value exists, the test cases will be grouped according 
to their final weight value. The final schedule was 
within the group only, for example in group 1. Once 
TC3 was detected as having the highest Jaccard 
distance, TC10 was queued after TC3. TC10 was not 
queued as the last test case because the concept of ‘at 
the beginning of the prioritization process’ was 
implemented; TC10 still held the highest value 
compared to other test cases.  

Table 7: Final Test Case Prioritization Table. 

Queue No 
Before 
Jaccard 
Distance 
Process 

Queue No 
After 

Jaccard 
Distance 
Process 

Test 
Case 
No 

Final 
Weig

ht 

Jaccard 
Distance 

 

1 1 TC3 3.16 0.98 
2 2 TC1

0 
3.16 0.82 

3 3 TC2
4 

2.94 Not 
available 

4 4 TC2
3 

2.86 Not 
available 

5 5 TC2
0 

2.85 Not 
available 

6 6 TC2 2.28 Not 
available 

7 7 TC1
4 

2.06 Not 
available 

8 8 TC6 2.05 Not 
available 

9 9 TC1
3 

1.78 Not 
available 

10 10 TC1
5 

1.67 Not 
available 

11 11 TC7 1.59 Not 
available 

12 12 TC2
5 

1.48 Not 
available 

13 13 TC5 1.47 Not 
available 

17 14 TC2
8 

1.38 0.60 

16 15 TC1
8 

1.38 0.64 

15 16 TC8 1.38 0.80 
14 17 TC4 1.38 1.00 
18 18 TC9 1.37 Not 

available 
19 19 TC1

9 
1.30 Not 

available 

20 20 TC2
6 

1.29 Not 
available 

21 21 TC2
2 

1.28 Not 
available 

22 22 TC1
7 

1.19 0.50 

23 23 TC2
7 

1.19 0.83 

24 24 TC1
6 

1.09 Not 
available 

26 25 TC1
1 

0.99 0.33 

27 26 TC1
2 

0.99 0.86 

25 27 TC1 0.99 1.00 
28 28 TC2

1 
0.79 Not 

available 

 
 
4.5 Redundancy Matrix   

Matrix is widely used in software metrics. 
[28]had applied weight matrix and joint entropy 
matrix to represent the structural complexity of a 
class diagram. Meanwhile, [9] applied the adjacency 
matrix to show the composite control of flow graph 
for bank ATM systems. In this study, the redundancy 
matrix was used as a comprehensive report that 
shows the occurrence of redundancy type 1 and 
redundancy type 2 within the test suite. Compared to 
a structural report, the redundancy matrix would be 
easier to understand, especially for a large test suite. 
The proposed redundancy matrix consisted of X-axis 
(rows) and Y-axis (columns). It can be read starting 
from the X-axis (rows) and followed by the Y-axis 
(columns). Both the row and column indicated the 
relationship between two test cases. Three types of 
marks can be inserted in each cell, as shown in the 
following Table 8: 

Table 8: Descriptions for the Redundancy Matrix. 

Type Descriptions 

0 Test case (X) is compared with Test 
case (Y) and no redundancy detected 

1 Exists redundancy TYPE 1 in the test 
case 

2 Exists redundancy TYPE 2 within the 
test suite 

 
The redundancy matrix is as shown in the 

annexure. From the redundancy matrix, for TC1, it 
can be summarised that there was a redundancy type 
1 or there were redundancies of data state in the test 
case itself. Meanwhile, redundancy type 2 existed 
between TC1 and TC5, TC6, TC8, TC9, TC19 and 
TC21. The redundancy matrix can save a lot of time 
in terms of the process of verifying any redundancy 
within the test suite. 
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4.6 Measuring Effectiveness 
The prioritized test cases were measured to prove 

their effectiveness to detect faults. In this study, the 
Average Percentage of Fault Detected (APFD) was 
applied. APFD represents the weighted average of 
the percentage of faults detected during the 
execution of the test suite [29]. The APFD values can 
range between 0 and 100, and the higher APFD value 
shows a higher fault detection capability [30]. A 
large number of researchers had chosen the APFD as 
a metric to measure the effectiveness of their 
proposed techniques[29];[21];[20];[9];[31]. Based 
on the systematic literature review (SLR) conducted 
for this study in 2016 [16], the most frequently used 
evaluation metric is the APFD with 58 percent. The 
SLR was conducted using 50 primary studies, which 
were selected after a few stages, as proposed by [32]. 
However, some of the previous researchers had 
applied more than one metric to achieve the same 
objective. According to [29],the APFD can be 
calculated as follows: 

 

APFD =          1  
∑

                                   7  

 
The variable m refers to the number of faults, 

while the variable F belongs to the position of the 
first test case that detects fault m. The variable n 
refers to the total number of test cases in the test 
suite. In this study, one subject program, which was 
implemented in Java Language, namely Circular 
Queue was selected. Jester was used to create 
mutants for each of these subject programs. The 
number of mutants was varied when injected in the 
subject program. Table 9 shows the details of the 
mutants that were generated by the Jester using the 
mutation operators.  

Table 9: Jester Mutation Operators. 

Type Descriptions 

No Mutation Operator 
1. Change numerical constants 

 Mutate 0 to 1 
 Mutate 5 to 6 

Mutate 9 to 0 
2. Flip Boolean values  

Mutate true to false and vice versa 
3. Mutate if (condition) to if (true || 

condition) 
4. Mutate if (condition) to if (false && 

condition) 
5. Mutate ++ to – and vice versa 
6. Mutate != to == and vice versa  

 
The comparison is drawn between prioritized test 

suite and original test suite. As mentioned earlier, 
this study applied weighted method to produce a 

unique weight for each test case. Most of the 
previous TCP technique applied random technique 
once same priority exists during the prioritization 
process [17], [19]. From the Fig. 2, it is observed that 
the prioritized test suite managed to identify faults 
earlier. The results shows the abilities of the 28 test 
cases detect faults in early stage after the Circular 
Queue program has been injected by 16 faults. The 
APFD value for the prioritized test suite was 0.81, 
while the APFD value for the original test suite was 
0.74. The results proved that the prioritized test suite 
had yielded better fault detections compared to the 
original test suite. Thus the prioritized test suite will 
reduce execution time by prioritizing the most 
important test case. In this study, the main 
observation is to measure the effectiveness of the 
proposed method. In future work, the researchers 
will try to apply the same method with case study 
from the industry. The APFD values for the 
prioritized test suite either higher or similar with the 
original test suite. 
 

 
 

Figure 2: APFD Values for Prioritized Test Suite and 
Original Test Suite 

 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

This study has proposed a weight-based method 
based on the redundancy factor. The execution of the 
test case was sorted based on the weight value. The 
highest weight was executed earlier than the others, 
with the concept of the highest weight is more 
important, and more faults could be detected as early 
as possible. There were two types of redundancy; 
redundancy that occurred in the test case itself and 
redundancy that occurred within the test suite. The 
redundancy matrix was represented in this study as a 
summary and a comprehensive report, especially for 
large test suites. Then, when more than one test case 
shared the same weight, all test cases were grouped 
together, and would go through to the next stage, 
using the Jaccard Distance approach. The concept of 
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when the Jaccard Distance value is close to 0 was 
used. Thus, the test case would be ranked as the first 
test case in the group, and then, followed by the 
others. This approach can break ties and solve the 
same priority value issue. For the experiments, 28 
test cases have been chosen. Meanwhile, Jester and 
Circular Queue program written in Java language 
was selected for the process of fault detection. The 
Circular Queue program was injected by mutants 
that have already been identified by the Jester. 
Finally, the effectiveness of the proposed technique 
was measured using the APFD. This evaluation was 
conducted between the prioritized test suite and the 
original test suite. The final results were positive, 
and suggestions for future work would be to include 
more combinations of factors, which were listed as 
the top-ranked factors in the SLR of this study. 
However, one limitation has been found during the 
experiment; the program consists of one class only. 
Thus, we believed that there would be more steps 
involved during the prioritization process if the 
program consists of more than one class.  
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